Part-Time Junior Aviation Journalist
ch-aviation
ch-aviation is looking for a Part-Time Junior Aviation Journalist. This is a paid position that is aimed at
young university attendees/graduates with a passion for aviation and a strong eye for detail.
Founded in Chur, Switzerland, in 1998, ch-aviation (www.ch-aviation.com) is a B2B-facing company that
has become one of the most influential airline intelligence providers in the world. Today, ch-aviation
serves more than 1.8 million users each year and is proud to count hundreds of companies in the airline
industry among its customers. If this journey to success has taught us anything, it is that having a
passion for one’s work coupled with an environment that allows one to nurture that passion can very
often, produce spectacular results. As such, we are developing a pathway program that will enable us to
tap raw writing talent and nurture it to a professional level.
So, if you are passionate about writing and looking for a career in aviation, then don’t miss
the chance to join one of world’s fastest growing and most dynamic aviation companies!
DESCRIPTION

As the name suggests, a Part-Time Junior Aviation Journalist will be required to contribute to the writing
team on a part time basis but with the overall goal of a becoming a permanent member of staff. The role
is open to young talents from all over the world and paid for at competitive rates.
The successful candidate will be required to research and write articles using established guidelines and
under a supervising editor. He/she will be required to carry out research and reach out to airlines/industry
professionals etc. to corroborate and develop stories.
The ideal candidate should be of university-going age and should have some experience in writing articles
relating to the airline industry akin to what ch-aviation covers.
Given the nature of our work, a passion for aviation is a must. The position may require business travel.
Responsibilities
• Independently research and review aviation-related articles which may or may not be in English;
• Cultivate sources at airlines/companies from across the globe to help in building original content;
• Do additional research to corroborate/clarify reports;
• Extract from said articles, information relevant to the ch-aviation market context;
•
•
•
•
•

Create unique English-based articles featuring said extracts as well as other information you deem
useful to the piece;
Work to set deadlines;
Work with a supervising editor to ensure set standards and quality are maintained;
Develop sources and maintain interpersonal relationships with key players in the industry;
Given our push to increase originally sourced content, business travel may be required from time to
time.

Required Skills
• A mother-tongue standard of English language, both oral and written;
•
•

Some airline news writing experience;
Ability to properly structure an English news article using in-house guidelines;

•
•
•
•
•

Verbal and written communication skills, strong attention to detail, critical thinking;
Ability to work independently and to collaborate with an editor, problem-solve, self-organize, manage
own work schedule and time, meet hard and soft deadlines;
Ability to analyze, develop and write your own articles;
Ability to keep data and information confidential;
Strong general computer skills as well as Google search skills;

•

Previous experience with Microsoft Office suite (Word, Outlook).

Optional Skills
• Language skills in Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Japanese, Mandarin or Cantonese and experience with
language translation tools or knowledge/experience in the airline industry a big plus.
Other requirements:
•

Good interpersonal skills, ability to work with a supervising editor.

Location:
•

The position is remotely based.

Application process:
If you think you might be a perfect match for our company and the advertised position, submit your
motivation letter, at least three articles for reference, and your Curriculum Vitae in English via E-Mail to
iwanttowork@ch-aviation.com
Please note that given our content is in English, only applications in the English language will
be evaluated, as an international team is running the recruitment process. Only short-listed
candidates will be contacted.
All applications will be considered under the terms and conditions of confidentiality in accordance with the
regulations of personal data protection.

